
Buenos Aires I The Great Cosmopolitan Port Of South
America

Buenos Aires - It is considered the most elegant and most active city of South America. It is also the city that best sums

up the essence of diverse and the heterogeneous of Argentina. Despite a modern and dynamic activity, it has preserved

all its ancient traditions.

Day - 3 Buenos Aires

BUENOS AIRES: NORTHERN CITYTOUR & COOKING CLASS (B, D)
Recoleta – without doubt it is the city's most elite neighborhood. Its cemetery is one of the
most famous in the world and the body of the celebrity Evita Peron rests here. The tombs,
built in different artistic and architectural styles tell the story of the city and the country. At the
entrance of the cemetery is located Our Lady of Pilar, a colonial church of the eighteenth
century The Alvear Avenue has the most beautiful residents and hotels in the city, as
numerous art galleries as well. The Alvear Hotel emerged as the most distinguished,
traditional and luxurious hotel in the country. The Carlos Pellegrini Square has its name after
a president of the late nineteenth century and creator of the Jockey Club. Embassies of
France and Brazil are located at this place in ex mansions of well-known families in the city.
The evening is reserved for your exclusive cooking class. This unique dinner party's concept
is to teach non Argentinian people the fundamentals of what being an Argentine is all about,
whilst simply having fun. Learn how to create your own empanada using the traditional
'repulge' technique, enjoy a typical Argentine “picada”, learn how to cook steaks “Argentinian
style”, let the guides teach you the best parts of our culture and, for dessert, make your own
“alfajores”. Finally, learn about the history and etiquette of “mate”, Argentina´s national
pastime and prepare it yourself. 
Overnight: Buenos Aires
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Inclusions

4 nights in your chosen accomodation

Meal as specified in itinerary

(B = Breakfast, BR = Brunch, L = Lunch, D = Dinner)

Activities and excursions according to itinerary

FOR EXAMPLE:

- CityTour of the south

- CityTour of the north

- cooking class

Tours and excursions in mini buses/buses

or with public transportation according to itinerary

English speaking tour guide

Admission fees according to itinerary

Exclusions

International flights

Meals other than mentioned in itinerary

Tours and Excursions other than mentioned in itinerary

Early check-in and late check-out at hotels

Personal travel insurance

Personal expenses and tips for driver/guides

Visa fees 
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